
Uno Compact - the climate-control system that takes up 
very little space
You can have your hot and cold meals presented at the right 
temperature, with the right moisture content and in a way 
that promotes sales with the space-saving Uno Compact. 
The Uno Compact which is extremely handy and which can 
be used as a mobile unit offers four climate-control variants. 
You can thus present your meals hot-steamed, hot and dry, 
neutral or contact-cold on crushed ice and you can always 
give your meals the best possible temperature and moisture 
content.

Accessories for even greater flexibility
Uno Compact is a real quick-change artist with its inserts 
made of stainless steel serving to accommodate various 
presentation surfaces. From the BBQ platter through practi-
cal ceramic or glass hotplates to the wok insert - your meals 
can be presented in a varied way and always attractively 
using the versatile range of accessories.

Uno Compact - the handy way to keep 
your food hot and cold

Benefits for you
  Tried-and-tested Culinario technology on a very 

      small scale indeed as GN 1/1
  4 climate-control zones - hot-steamed, hot and dry, 

      neutral or cold on crushed ice 
  Optimal for mobile use thanks to its compact size
  Practical range of accessories available
  Optimum energy budget with only 700 W per unit
  Optionally available with paint colour finish to match  

      your colour concept
  Also ideal for combined use with Solaris-design 

      light/heat bridge

Uno Compact
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Uno Compact

Données techniques Uno Compact

Models Article Dimensions mm
(W x D x H)

GN basin 
insert

(max. height)

Insert plates 
(format) Voltage Power

Max. 
nominal 
current

Plug

Uno Compact 150 3307 011 398 x 584 x 250 150 mm GN 1/1 230 V 700 W 3.1 A Type 12 /  
Schuko

Uno Compact 100 3307 001 398 x 584 x 210 100 mm GN 1/1 230 V 700 W 3.1 A Type 12 /  
Schuko

Uno Compact 65 3307 031 345 x 575 x 175 65 mm GN 1/1 230 V 700 W 3.1 A Type 12 /  
Schuko

Practical accessory: ceramic hotplate Uno Compact combined with 
Solaris-design light/heat bridge

Uno Compact 65Uno Compact 100 / Uno Compact 150
Uno Compact 100 = C = 125 mm

Uno Compact 150 = C = 165 mm
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